
NCM Frage: 

- CM cells causality or correlation 

- New M1 and CM cells 

- Tracers antegrogate& retrogate -> BDA (both tracers does not means that they go in  both 

directions) 

- MEP and TMS -> how MEP influenced when more i-waves 

- How are d- and i-waves generated (more than one model can explain i-wave characteristics) 

- TMS: focal points of circular TMS coil not in centre 

- MEP protocole one is higher than the other: A is higher than B because: 

o Lorazempan (Y)   

o Simulation contralateral hemisphere (N) 

o Preactive muscle (N) 

o Motor imaginary of leg movement (N) 

- TES vs TMS stimulation intensity: does excitability change at cortical level?  

- Graf with M-max and intensity: did the threshold change during training? 

- fMRI limits: no assess which brain area for task is used, rest period to see if brain is active 

- T2* weighted BOLD to analyse 

- MRI: a lot of water for bleeding, if structure has no light spots for anatomy, lot of water for 

brain activity visible 

- After accident finger is used less results in reduced activity level in sensorimotor cortex 

- Question about receptive field 

- Question about sensory motor cortx 

- Question about generalized motor program ->  controls energy expenditure minimally (N) 

- when does a signal noise occure? – observed when muscle contraction is produced by 

electrical stimulation (N) 

- question about multi limb movement 

- two hand cursor experiment:  one cursor infinite positions, two cursor 1 end position 

distribution one cursor ellipsoid small deviation 

- training: excitability higher in left hemisphere compared to right when training in right 

forepaw (Y) 

- LTP: Ca2+ enters postsynaptic cleft (Y) 

- Reinforcement training:  

o Compensate for errors (N) 

o Change previous movement by a fraction of errors (Y) 

- Question about Motor command learning 

- Question about skill learning 

- EEG high density 

o Neurons fire more when word pairs are related show(N) 

o More theta waves when words related (Y) 

o Alpha-oscillation during unrelated word pairs (Y) 

- EEG: 

o Better superior temporal resolution compared to fMRI (Y) 

o Can be used during sleep and awake 

- Consolidation 

o Procedural memory refers to active system consolidation (N) 

- SHY focuses on synaptic weight as a function of time (Y) 

- Question about alpha frequencies and tACS 

- tCS: 



o tDCS more successful in modulalation the activity than tACS (N) 

o TMS is a suprathreshold form of tCS (N) 

- CM-cells question: CM cells are mostly located in new M1 of oldworld monkeys 

- Tracers 

(A: PHA-L, BDA,Byocytin, WGA, HRP) 

(B: Fluorogold, CTB) 

 
o Biocytin could be injected into a muscle to label cells in ventral horn of spinal cord 

(N) 

o Fluorogold = retrograde tracer (Y) 

o In order to label cells in face area of mc, CTB could be injected into facial muscle (Y) 

o BDA = anterograde tracer -> it is transported into both directions (Y) 

- Statemens d- and i-waves: 

o MS usually activates excitatory GABA cells in layer 2+3 (N) 

o D-waves generates by depolarizing axons of layer 5 pyramidal neurons (Y) 

- Transcranial brain stimulation: 

o Time-constant magnetic field induces electrical field in brain (N) 

- MEPS of hand muscle from 1 patient. What changed from A to B? 

 
o Administration of Iorazepam 

- Corticomotor excitability before + after session of motor skill learning. TES + TMS graph 

 
o TMS induced corticomotor excitability was increased after motor skill learning 



- fMRI BOLD + MRI signal statements 

o if relatively more deoxygenated hemoglobin -> observe a stronger fMRI BOLD signal 

(N) 

- fMRI statements 

o info whether brain area is active during specific task, a rest (baseline) period needs to 

be included in fMRI experiment (N) 

o fMRI-> assesses which brain area are necessary to conduct a specific task (N) 

o indirect info which brain area active during specific task (N) 

- resting state fMRI picture + aussage -> which statements are correct/which conclusion can be 

drawn from experiment? 

- Different MRI images -> decide which image is used for what (measure brain activity, pick up 

bleeding, visualise brain anatomy) (I think images were fMRI, T1 and T2 weighted) 

- Accident -> no longer able to move 2 fingers separately -> what happens to hand area over 

time in primary sensorimotor cortex? 

o Not more overlap after injury of unaffected fingers (Y) 

o More overlap after injury of affected fingers (Y) 

- Vibrotactile stimulation of 2 skin areas non-overlapping receptive fields 

o Increase overlap between the representation of this skin areas (Y) 

o Increase of number of receptive fields that cover both of these skin areas (Y) 

- Reorganisation of primary sensorimotor cortex 

o Reorganisation in 1 sensorimotor cortex of humans more extensive if amputation 

present from birth compared to arm loss/ amputation in adulthood (Y) 

- Generalised motor program 

o Keeps sequencing of submovements, relative timing, relative forces invariant (Y) 

o Adapted to specific movement requirements by adjusting overall movement 

duration, overall force of contractions + muscles involved (Y) 

- Signal dependent noise 

o Increase with size of signal (Y) 

o Causes uncertainty in sensory information (Y) 

- Question to fitt’s law 

- Theory that multi-limb movements = constrained by various principles 

o Clapping on beat of metronome -> normally more stable than clapping between 

beats (Y) 

o Interlimb interference stronger for bimanual anti-phase than bimaual in-phase 

movements (Y) 

o Cutting corpus callosum reduces neural crosstalk effects 

- Question to 2 Hands and 1 curser redundant system (see VL) 

- Lückentext mit encoding, consolidation, retrieval, reconsolidation (basically definitionen 

dieser begriffe) 

- Rats trained to grip pellet with right forepaw -> excitability of neurons of left and right 

hemisphere of motor cortex recorded -> we see that… 

o …high frequency stimulation induces more LTP in right than in left hemisphere (Y) 

o …low frequency stimulation induces more LTD in left than right hemisphere (Y) 

o …excitability is higher in left than in right hemisphere (Y) 

- Crucial mechanism for induction of LTP 

o Ca2+ enters post-synaptic neuron (Y) 

o Mg2+ expelled from NMDA-channel (Y) 

- Motor adaptation experiments ->  

- Motor command. What happens if it improves? 



o Reduced movement  variability (Y) 

o Reduction in movement corrections (Y) 

o Reduction in co-contractions (Y) 

o Reduction in energy expenditure (Y) 

- Skills with handling objects -> skill learning in that context? 

o Good skill performance requires to predict object properties (Y) 

o Brain builds “internal mode” to link movements activity upon object to sensory 

consequences (Y) 

- High density EEG, declarative word-pair learning. Related + unrelated word-pairs. can 

following research question be  investigated like this? 

o Is presentation of related word-pairs leading to more pronounced that a oscillation in 

frontal electrode compared to presentation presentation of unrelated pairs? (Y) 

o Which brain regions necessary for memorizing unrelated word-pairs? (N) 

o How does topographical distribution of α-oscillations look like during display of 

unrelated word-pairs? (Y) 

o Do neurons fire more often when related word-pairs are shown compared to 

unrelated ones? (N) 

- EEG statemens 

o EEG has better temporal resolution than fMRI (Y) 

o Brain oscillations during sleep + wake state can be compared with EEG (Y) 

o Accumulated pre-synaptic currents are main source of EEG (N) 

- Brain regions for promoting sleep/ wakefulness. Statements about neurocoritcal control of 

wake + sleep 

- Statements about procedural memory 

o Mechanisms for procedural memory consolidation during sleep refers to active 

system consolidation (N) 

o Brain areas involved in procedural memory consolidation = mainly located using EEG 

(N) 

o Example of procedural memory = remember location of something (N) 

o Aging+ schizophrenia = exhibit enhanced procedural memory consolidation (N) 

- Synaptic homeostasis hypothesis (SHY) statements 

- Experiment with finger tapping: 2 graphs -> questions about those graphs 

- tACS to enhance α-frequency at specific cortical sites. Based on principle of Arnold tongue, 

which tACS setting to optimize effectiveness 

o define the individual, endogenous α-frequency of participant + apply tACS at 

identified frequency (Y) 

- transcranial current stimulation, bi-manual tapping task. Statements regarding this study: 

o design = online tDCS experiment (Y) ACHTUNG: eventuell sollte es ≠ sein… 

o current flows from right to left primary motor cortex (Y) -> also von + zu - 

- tCS statements 

o tDCS more successful in modelling brain activity than tACS (N) 

o tACS safe to apply in sleep (Y) 

o TMS = supra-threshold of tCS (N) 

o Effectiveness of tCS depends on inter-individual differences (Y) 

 


